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With the people growing enthusiastic about technology, 3D notebook and 3D lap top are getting
huge popularity especially among young generation. Renowned companies are coming up with
advanced features in such laptops to make it attractive as well as user friendly. In the present
article, we will explore the features of LG A530 notebook.

â€¢	Powered with 2nd generation, Intel Core i7 processor, LG A530 is enhanced with unprecedented
speed and amazing gaming experience. It ensures faster performance and better graphics.

â€¢	LG A530 notebook  features Nevada GeForce GT 425M, one of the industry-leading technologies
including NVIDIAÂ® PhysXÂ®, NVIDIAÂ® 3D Visionâ„¢, and NVIDIAÂ® Optimus. With such technologies,
it provide visually charged boost for all your applications. It enhances editing of your photos and HD
videos and level-up your game on the latest directX 11 titles. Whether youâ€™re watching a video,
surfing the web, or playing a 3D game, NVIDIAÂ® Optimusâ„¢ technology installed in this 3D notebook
adorns it with plenty of battery life.

â€¢	LG 3D notebook is adorned with Bluetooth 3.0 that provides enhanced transfer speed and takes
up to around 24Mbps, through its use of the 802.11 radio protocol.

â€¢	Through its Express Cache TM, this 3D notebook empowers you with fast booting as it improves
system performance with effective caching of the HDD using the SSD.

â€¢	Embellished with real metallic body with diamond cutting for smoother finish, LG A530 notebook
brings both style and comfort to your computing experience.

â€¢	LG A530 is a touch screen laptop features finger sensor technology which helps in easier access
to your computer system. You can better protect your system with such finger sensor technology.

â€¢	LG A530 use TriDef software to convert 2D content into 3D to provide you great cinematic
experience. It is also equipped with dual 3D webcam to capture and share 3D video. In fact, it is the
first notebook to bring the 3D cinema screen to a laptop on a 15.6-inch full HD LED display. It is also
equipped with plenty of ports to keep you connected with other devices and internet.

â€¢	LG also boasts of greatest technical security assurance as it is the first 3D notebook PC to offer a
flicker-free viewing experience as recognized by TUV Rheinland, one of the world's leading
technical, safety and certification service providers.

Hence, LG A530 is a complete package in itself equipped with new standards in 3D entertainment
with a 15.6-inch full HD 3D LCD display, SRS wide 3D sound system and a range of superb
hardware features.
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LG Electronics India is one of the leading manufacturers of electronic goods in India. LG Electronics
has successfully established itself as one of the world's largest manufacturer of television sets, air
conditioner, mobile phones, a 3D Notebook etc. To know more about the LG products and best a
3D Laptop please visit http://www.lg.com/in/index.jsp
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